
Preface

In the context of my project regarding to sustainability, I did research about the role and 
impact of the package-free store within our society. 

The first store in which you could buy products without packaging was established in 
Berlin. The concept worked quite well, and there came a store in Antwerp called 
’Robuust’, with the same vision and mission as the store in Berlin. In The Netherlands, 
there was an initiator who was wondering why we didn’t have a store yet, with ’bulk 
food’, as he saw in America at the ’Whole Foods Market’. He came up with the idea to 
realise a package-free store by using crowd funding. In 2015 ’Bag&Buy’ opens its doors 
in Utrecht. 

While doing research I focused on the consumers and their reasons for buying at a 
package-free store. I did this by using the following main question : ’To what extent is a 
package-free store, from customer’s point of view, a durable concept?’

I used the package-free store  ’Robuust’ in Antwerp, for doing research.

Afterwards I tried to draw a conclusion out of the gathered information.
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Pleun Samuels, Sustainability Project



Pleun: 

As a member of a family consisting of 6 people, I realise that the amount of waste we 
produce in one week, is quite a lot. I’m glad that we try to keep it as little as possible, by 
cultivating our own vegetables and fruit, using eco-friendly materials and sorting waste 
wisely. The concept of the package-free store is in my opinion a really interesting 
initiative related to a sustainable society. I’d like to find out if this is a temporary project, 
or rather a long lasting concept. Besides that, I can’t wait to become a costumer at a 
package-free store nearby! 

After brainstorming about sustainability and the concept of the ’package-free store’, I 
came up with some themes and subjects, which I’ve put into the mindmap below. 
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To get a clearer view about these themes and subjects, included 
the overlaps, I made a diagram with categories, the three P’s;  
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Subquestions 

Within this project I asked myself the following questions and after that, I did research to 
get them answered.  

- What does ’package-free’ means?

’Package-free’ means exactly what it says; no packaging. Products are stored as ’bulk 
food’, packaging has been taken out of the production process. By doing so, there’s not 
only attention for the problem of waste, it also gives people the opportunity to improve 
their way of life.  The idea is to use a bag or container yourself (Robuust is selling them 
as well), and fill it with the products you would like to buy. After consuming, you don’t 
have to throw anything away, because there is no waste at all. Clean the container or bag 
you used, and fill it again..

- In which places do we find package-free stores?

There are several places where you can find the concept of a package-free store.                
In Europe you’ll find a store in cities as Berlin, Antwerp, ZeroWaste-pioneer town of 
Capannori in Italy, and there is bulk food going to Austria as well. In The Netherlands 
there are stores who’ll open their doors in 2015.

Another famous store, which you’ll find in America, offers the same concept; ’Whole 
Foods Market’, with a specific bulk-food department. This is an enormous company 
which has an unshakeable commitment to sustainable agriculture. I’m not going to 
discuss this store further, but some customers gave their opinion:

From Claire:

Beans are a great way to stretch a meal and add protein to your diet. The best way to save 
on beans? Ditch the can! I used to buy all my beans in cans until I realized I could spend 
the same amount on dried beans and end up with 3-4 times more food! If you plan ahead 
and put them in a slow cooker over night, you’ll have all the beans you need for your 
recipes the next day. Whole Foods has a really awesome selection of dried beans and 
peas in the bulk bins that are even cheaper than the prepackaged dried beans!

From Ed:

When the money is running a little short, its time to make sure the perimeter of the store 
is on the radar. Many of the packaged foods we like can be made by hand and save a 
considerable amount of money. Instead of buying a fancy granola cereal, go to the bulk 
foods section and buy oatmeal, various nuts and seeds. Get some sugar cane or honey or 
fresh fruit (will need to dehydrate if you want to keep the cereal for any time). Then with a 
little creativity add the ingredients together. Congratulations: cereal. Then head to the 
dairy section and get yourself some organic milk. Eat and enjoy.
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From Marissa:

I love the bulk section of the store. As a recent college graduate not making much money, 
this section is the place to shop. You can buy HUGE bags of quinoa or barley, even 
polenta, for a fraction of the price. I also love the 365 brand. Everything from their 
shampoo and body wash to their frozen fruits (which are AMAZING once that particular 
fruit has gone out of season, just buy and stock in your freezer!!) are so cheap that you’d 
be silly NOT to buy it.

- What are the experiences of Robuust’s customers ?

I made up a list with a few questions, to get information about customers experiences 
with the package-free store:

* How did you get familiar with this shop?

* For how long have you been a customer of Robuust?

* What is the main reason, or what are the reasons, for being customer of this 
package-free store?

* What are the experiences with the concept of Robuust?

* Are you still a customer of Robuust, within 4 years? Why do you think so? Or why 
not?

* What do you think about the future perspective of this store? 

* To what extent fits the concept of Robuust within ’sustainability’?



A few people that I met, and interviewed, became familiar with Robuust via social media. 
They visited the store after seeing it on Facebook, or elsewhere on the internet. The 
others heard from the concept via friends or family members. 

Most of the customers I’ve been interviewing, weren’t there for the first time. They knew 
how to use the containers, and were familiar with weighting their products. There were 
some visitors for the first time, but it was more curiosity.. They said ’it’s a pity that I 
didn’t bring a bag or container with me, I’m not able to buy something now’. But there 
was some amazement by visitors, they were astonished by the fact that this store sells 
more than 150 different product. 

All customers that I’ve interviewed, are excited about the fact that a package-free store 
gives freedom within consuming. You can decide how much you buy regarding to weight. 
Someone said ’it’s nice to buy only the amount that you need, by doing this you avoid the 
problem of rotting’.  Another reason, main reason, from customers of Robuust is the fact 
that they have less waste. A woman told me ’ the effect of using the same container again 
is huge, it’s a long time ago that I had to throw away plastic bags’.

Robuust is only selling bio-products, and this is for a lot of customers very important. A 
bio-product is a product which is totally natural. The growth hasn’t been improved by 
chemicals, and the product has its original colour. We could say that bio-products are 
healthier than ’normal’ products, but of course, there are different opinions about this.  

It was hard to get answers regarding to the future perspective of this store. The people 
that I interviewed, couldn’t make a specific preview. But if I summarize all the reasons 
and positivities of customers, the concept seems to work quite well.

I’d like to refer to a video, which has been presented in ’Een Vandaag’ , dutch news. 

http://www.eenvandaag.nl/binnenland/56721/
vooruit_met_de_geit_verpakkingsvrije_supermarkt

In this video, you can have a look at the package-free store Robuust, in Antwerp. Savina 
Istas, young owner of Robuust,  tells about her store and about the way she sells. Her 
inspiration to open a store like this came from the American Zero Waste movement, 
which became very popular.  

The facts about produced waste in Holland are shocking: 1,4 kg, pp, per day, and 75% is 
all packaging.  If we become more aware of this, it could be less. 

The only person that I found during this research project with a negative future 
perspective is Gerard Rutte, specialized in supermarkets. He really thinks that the concept 
of Robuust is a hype, not a long lasting durable concept. The problem of bringing your 
own containers doesn’t seem a big issue at the beginning, but within time, this is going 
to be very unpractical. He is talking about situations like, discovering that you forgot 
something to buy for that specific recipe..so you decide to visit the store, because you 
were nearby, but..you didn’t bring containers or bags with you.. You will visit the normal 
supermarket, because you don't like to go outside for another time.  Besides that, you 
have to clean everything before filling, and it will take more time, than just to grap the 
product directly in a normal supermarket. 

In my opinion, this is about getting used to the fact that you’ll have to bring as much as 
you’re going to take home. The only difference is weight. 

http://www.eenvandaag.nl/binnenland/56721/vooruit_met_de_geit_verpakkingsvrije_supermarkt


’The concept is 100% sustainable’, that’s what every single customer said while doing the 
interview.  In the video above you can see the difference regarding to waste between a 
family which,basically,  doesn’t buy products which are packaged, and  one single guy, 
who stored his waste from a few days. I guess it says enough…
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- Which opportunities do these package-free stores have within the nearest future? 

If I use the information I gathered,  the opportunities are quite positive. The experiences 
with the package-free store so far, are in my opinion a start of a durable concept. I’m 
curious about the store which will open in Utrecht, Bag&Buy. It depends on the 
customers, if they get used to this particularly way of shopping, and if their vision is 
strong enough to keep distance from a normal supermarket, it will work quite well. 

Conclusion

I figured out that the customers of Robuust in Antwerp, were really thinking about 
creating a better world.  They all had a good reason to buy products without packaging, 
and would recommend the concept to everyone. 

In Holland we have specific taxes for waste. We have to pay for our garbage can with food 
waste (green waste), and domestic waste. Then we also have to pay for bringing rubbish, 
to a central place from the government. If these taxes increase, and they do, we have to 
pay more to get rid off our rubbish. In my opinion this could be a good stimulant to 
consume package-free. 

The concept of a package-free store only works if the group of this specific customer is 
big enough. For some people it’s the biggest invention ever, for the others it could be 
cool to fill a bag full of nuts, and walk around while eating them, in that case we could 
call it a hype.  I talked to a woman who lived next door, and she said: ’the nearest shop, 
with the best and the healthiest products’. For those, it will be a durable concept, because 
they have a vision on the origin of the product. 

I will follow the developments regarding to these stores, because in my opinion, the 
package-free store is something to put effort in, because the result is more than worth it. 

    


